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Positive Leadership
Winston Churchill stated it best. When asked by a

reporter how he managed to help lead the British to

victory during the Second World War he quipped,

"attitude is a little thing...that makes a BIG

difference." 

 

For school age leaders, we can get sidetracked by

the stress associated with group care. Angry parents,

budgets, and challenging behaviors can turn the most

positive program coordinator or group leader into a

source of demoralization. Attitudes are contagious,

and negative moods act as a leading factor for staff

turnover. 

 

Make it a point to set your school age program apart

as a space that personifies positive outlooks. Stop

negative talk and complaining before it starts. When

other staff members or parents begin to complain,

you should respond with an uplifting thought or idea.

While complaints and criticism are essential for

personal and program growth, make an effort to

express these ideas in a constructive way that

strengthens the lives of the educators who devote

their time and effort to the success of the program. 

Strong Group Leader Support
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Fall is here, and so is the start of the new school year.

One of the most common challenges facing school

age programs during the first half of the school year

is finding effective and reliable group leaders.

Afterschool program hours occur during irregular

parts of the day, and often do not equate to full time

employment. These factors lead to high group leader

turnover and teacher instability. 

 

While it is easy to become overwhelmed with staffing

inconsistencies, it is important to reflect on small

staffing changes that benefit the direction of your

program.  Below are two suggestions to think about

when contemplating staff turnover and retention. 

 
Caring for school age students requires a high

degree of mental and emotional fortitude. Sensory

stimulation, student conflicts, and tight schedules can

place unhealthy amounts of stress on group leaders.

Afterschool professionals who are forced to face

these stress factors everyday without administration

support are more apt to experience burnout and find

new employment. 

 

An easy way to battle this mental and emotional

burnout is to fight it head on. Simple tactics like

providing staff with bathroom breaks and planning

time can fight off stress and make the learning day

run smoother. 

 

Staff support activities like paid staff meetings,

training days, professional conferences, and paid sick

leave are also effective ways to show group leaders

that they are supported and that their time and

presence is valuable. 

 

If your school age program decides to provide

support incentives like paid planning time, breaks,

and professional development support. make sure to

let these perks shine with new and potential staff.

Make a point to highlight  program supports in hiring

publications, job fairs, and interviews. Having a close

knit and staff-centered program policy is an asset

that will set your program apart and produce more

qualified and positive group leaders. 

 

No one likes to feel like a cog in the machine. If we

provide a positive and supporting work environment,

then we help mold "workers" into "professionals."

Take some time to reflect on the work culture of your

program, and any changes that need to occur to

shape your school age environment into an effective

space to teach.  

 



The School Age Initiative is Growing

Since 2004, The North Carolina CCR&R School Age

Initiative has been the forefront voice of high quality

afterschool and summer camp care in the state. We

are proud of the assistance that we provide to all

licensed school age programs throughout North

Carolina. 

 

With the support of the Division of Child Development

and Early Education and the NC CCR&R Council we

are excited to announce the expansion of services

provided by the North Carolina CCRR&R School Age

Initiative. Apart from providing top-tier online

trainings to school age professionals, our Initiative

now has the ability to support all Lead CCR&R

agencies with in-person technical assistance and in-

person professional development services. These

services are available to all licensed school age

programs in the state. 

Donna Smutherman

Meet Our Regional Consultants

How to Access These Services

The North Carolina CCR&R School Age Initiative

works closely with our 14 CCR&R Lead Agency

partners throughout the state. If your program needs

technical assistance support, we encourage you to

contact your Lead CCR&R Agency and they can

connect you with our program consultants through

them. 

 

To find the contact information for the Lead CCR&R

Agency that serves your area, visit the North Carolina

CCR&R Council website at www.childcarerrnc.org.

 

For professional development support, the North

Carolina CCR&R School Age Initiative offers a wide

range of in-person and online training options. We

conduct in-person trainings in partnership with the

Lead CCR&R Agency partners and local CCR&R

organizations that serve your specific county. Be sure

to check with your CCR&R providers to see which

School Age Initiative trainings are currently being

offered in your immediate area. 

Donna comes to the NC CCR&R School Age Initiative with over

20 years of educational experience. As the former School Age

Specialist for Child Care Resources Inc. in Charlotte, she has

an extensive knowledge of the technical assistance,

professional development, and licensing needs of school age

programs in the state. She also worked closely with other

professionals in the state to revise the current BSAC training

course provided to new school age professionals entering the

field.

 

Donna lives in Charlotte, and is the mother of two daughters

and one special puppy named Lucie. 

Erin Marley

Erin has been with the NC CCR&R School Age Initiative for over

three years. As the Professional Development Consultant, she

oversees the creation of high quality school age trainings in our

in-person and online formats. Before coming to the School Age

Initiative, Erin worked as a school system teacher and as a

specialist with the CDSA.

 

Erin lives in Bryson City with her husband and daughter.

Angela Pate

Angela joins the NC CCR&R School Age Initiative with over a

decade of experience in the early education field. Prior to

working with the School Age Initiative, she served as a lead

teacher and assistant administrator in a licensed facility. She

also served as a school age specialist with the Martin-Pitt

Partnership for Children in Greenville. She has extensive

knowledge in program support and school age funding and

marketing. 

 

She lives in Kinston with her husband, and spends her free time

with her seven children and six grandchildren. 

 



Addressing Trauma and Challenging Behaviors: Part 3

Over the course of this three part series, we have looked at the trauma

related factors that contribute to challenging behaviors for school age

students. Ample research from the Kaiser Permanente Foundation and

their Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) study highlights the

correlation between challenging behaviors and instances of early life

trauma (American Journal of Preventative Medicine, 1998). With this

knowledge, school age professionals currently find themselves within a shift

in how we approach challenging behaviors and the students who display

them. 

 

Under the traditional model of behavior management, the key to success

was simply addressing negative behaviors and keeping them from

occurring. Information from the ACEs study and data from the U.S.

Department of Education shows that behavior management skills like time-

out, suspension, and expulsion are not successful at helping students make

better social-emotional choices (USDE, School Climate and Discipline,

2017). In fact these punitive responses cause negative behaviors to take

place more often. 

 

Data from these two institutions highlight that teacher and group leaders'

awareness of trauma has a more lasting impact on curbing challenging

behaviors. Knowing the types of trauma that affect the students and

parents in your school age program, and modifying the classroom

environment, culture, and structure to meet those needs produces better

behavior outcomes.

 

In the final part of this series, we will look at the last group of trauma

indicators that negatively impact the behavior of school age students, and

some tips on how to help these students succeed. 

Emotional Abuse and Neglect
Emotional abuse and neglect are two of the least visible indicators of childhood trauma. Unlike sexual and physical abuse where

signs of abuse are seen on the body, emotional abuse and neglect create physiological scars that can't be treated with stitches or

band-aids. The American Society for the Positive Care for Children highlights that the subtle nature of emotional abuse and neglect

make it the least common form of reportable abuse (ASPCC, 2019). 

 

The silent nature of emotional abuse does not reduce the effects of social-emotional development of school age students. Between

the ages of 5 and 12, students begin the process of crafting personal perceptions of their worth and value. Chronic emotional abuse

and neglect during this time span creates negative drawbacks for students that last a lifetime. 

 

Warning signs for students experiencing emotional abuse include social exclusion, talks of suicide, and drug use. Other students

might act "clingy" and overly drawn to group leaders in an attempt to gain adult approval. School age students may act out

emotional abusive behavior with peers, turning to screaming, name calling, or objectifying other students during times of emotional

stress. 

 

Creating a listening culture in your school age program is one way to help students dealing with emotional abuse and neglect. When

group leaders actively listen to students, it showcases respect for student contributions to the classroom culture. As school age

leaders, we must make an effort to communicate positively with students and shy away from the desire to direct children with curt

directions and simple "because I said so" answers. 



Physical Abuse and Neglect

Sexual Abuse

Physical abuse and neglect are the foremost examples of child abuse in the United

States. Prevent Child Abuse North Carolina reports over 123,000 cases of physical

abuse and neglect against a child in North Carolina between 2015 and 2016

(PCAN, 2016). North Carolina Guardian ad Litem goes further and states that, in

2016, 1,585 children died throughout the United States as a result of physical abuse

and neglect (GAL, 2018 Statistics, 2019). A large percentage of these deaths were

committed by someone the child lived with or knew.

 

The effects of physical abuse and neglect are wide ranging. Students

experiencing this trauma will often show signs of physical violence like bruising,

hand and belt marks, malnourishment, and extreme weight fluctuations. For some

children, the warning signs of physical abuse and neglect are more hidden.

Physical abusers might try to hide their abuse by grabbing or striking students in

heavily clothed areas of their body like the upper legs or head. These

abusers might also shield signs of physical harm by threatening students with

further abuse if they reach out to teachers and trusted adults. School age

professionals suspecting physical abuse and neglect must also be vigilant of "silent

tells" like hyper awareness, unnatural fear of adults, retreating, and bullying. 

 

Addressing physical abuse and neglect is a hard task for any school age program;

however, we can ease the trauma of these students. Having open conversations

about acceptable physical boundaries during group time helps set program

boundaries on physical abuse and creates opportunities for group leaders to

discuss positive approaches to anger and physical altercations. For more

information on positive behavior management and helping students dealing with

physical abuse and neglect visit the National Education Assoication's website at

www.nea.org. The NEA has a wide range of tools and techniques geared to help

any school age program dealing with physical trauma and conflict resolution. 

Sexual abuse is a tragedy that affects more children than we realize. Research

from Prevent Child Abuse America states that one in three women and one in six

men in the United States have experienced some form of sexual abuse as a child

(Prevent Child Abuse America, Child Sexual Abuse Statistics, 2019). Of the children

that are sexually abused, 73% of these victims remain silent about their abuse for

over a year (Prevent Child Abuse America, 2019). 

 

The effects of sexual abuse are long lasting, and challenge children throughout

their entire life. Children who experience sexual abuse are more likely to suffer

from drug addiction, depression, eating disorders, and suicide later in life. These

negative effects are compounded when coupled with physical and and emotional

abuse.  

 

As with children experiencing physical and emotional abuse, the warning signs of

sexual trauma range widely. Some children might become reclusive and shy away

from adult and peer interactions. Other students might showcase feelings of

shame, extreme weight loss or weight gain, sudden changes in personality, and

dramatic drops in academic performance. 

 

Access to professional resources assists children and families experiencing sexual

abuse. The NC Alliance of YMCA's Darkness to Light program is geared specifically

for children and teens caught within the physical and emotional trauma associated

with sexual abuse (www.ncymcaalliance.org). The North Carolina Coalition for the

Prevention of Child Sexual Abuse is another great resource for school age

professionals seeking professional guidance. For further information about the

NCCPCSA contact Suzanne Metcalf at 919.829.8009. 

Nothing you do
for children is
ever wasted...

Garrison Keillor



Approaching School Age Spaces: Part 1
School age programs come in all shapes and sizes.

Different approaches to school age care and summer

camp experiences provide students and families with a

wide range of choices to meet particular community

needs. For providers, one of the hardest parts of

ensuring quality program experiences is maximizing

different spaces available for use. 

 

The Division of Child Care and Early Education

approves a wide range of spaces for school age

program use. In this  four part series, we will look at the

types of program spaces approved by the DCDEE, and

how to tackle potential space related problems. This

first section will look at what types of licensed school

age programs exist in the state.

Single Space Programs
Single space programs have sole access to their

school age classroom learning space. These programs

are set-up in childcare centers, schools, or community

centers that have ample space to delegate an entire

area to children aged 5-12 years old. 

 

Since single space programs do not compete with

other age groups or students for classroom space, they

have more freedom in room arrangement, material

selection, and room aesthetics. Some single space

programs might share certain areas with other

programs to meet the needs of their students. Areas

like cafeterias, playgrounds, and gyms are common

spaces shared between single space school age sites

and other programs.

Single Space Benefits

More control over classroom arrangement

and layout

Less daily program space set-up and tear

down

More stable environment for students and

group leaders

Single Space Challenges

Potential storage limitations

Limited access to other program spaces

Program might have to pay rent or charged

over oversight fees

Extra Program Space Resources...

National Afterschool Alliance:

www.afterschoolalliance.org

The National Afterschool Alliance offers great

resources for space utilization geared for program

coordinators and administration. 

Penn State University:

Penn State's Afterschool Extension Department is

the foremost leader in helping all school age

professionals maximize their program space.
extension.psu.edu



Shared Space Programs

Shared space programs come in many shapes and

sizes. Many shared space sites are set up in schools,

child care centers, and community centers that use

licensed areas during non-program hours. The main

characteristic of a shared space program is that all

areas used by the site are operated at specific times

by different groups.  Some examples of areas used by

a shared space program include multi-purpose rooms,

computer labs, gyms, playgrounds, and theatre rooms.

Some shared spaces in child care centers might also

use preschool rooms as a central meeting and activity

location. 

 

Many Family Child Care Homes (FCCH) fall within the

confines of shared space school age environments.

FCCH programs face the struggle of providing

developmentally appropriate care for children birth-12.

They also have to mold learning spaces to meet the

needs of all children in accordance with DCDEE and

Environmental Rating Scales standards. While this

process is difficult, it is possible with proper planning

and creativity.

Shared Space Benefits

More access to different learning

environments

Lower overhead program costs

More collaboration opportunities

 Shared Space  Challenges

Less control over the use of classroom

environments

Scheduling issues

Limited storage

Potential host facility conflicts 

 

Summer Care Programs

The DCDEE states that licensed summer care programs

must have a set "home base" space for students to

gather for a portion of the day. This space must be

covered to provide protection from poor weather.

Other than this requirement, summer care spaces can

vary in size, structure, and purpose. 

 

Some examples of summer care spaces include gyms,

multipurpose rooms, outdoor structures, community

rooms, and auditoriums. These areas must be licensed

just like other school age areas, and follow the DCDEE

and Environmental Health safety regulations. Summer

care spaces must contain activity areas that promote

student engagement and learning. 

 

 

Summer Care Space Benefits

Greater diversity in available spaces

More autonomy over use of spaces

Less space competition from other

programs 

 
Summer Care Space Challenges

Storage issues

Activity area set up and break down

Special licensing requirements  

 



Woodworking and SACERS
Taking Blocks and Construction Past Lincoln Logs

Blocks and construction materials are essential for school age student development. A well equipped blocks

and construction area stimulates cognitive skills, gross motor growth, and Science, Technology, Engineering,

and Math (STEM) concepts. However like all school age activity areas, it is possible for blocks and

construction spaces to become stale and boring. Items like Lincoln Logs, Legos, and unit blocks are great

additions to learning, but they can quickly gather dust if not rotated or used properly. 

 

One way to increase the depth of blocks and construction learning is to integrate wood working into your

school age program. The SACERS-U tool classifies woodworking as an indicator of high quality and

engagement. Wood working requires students to plan out projects, gather appropriate materials, follow

rules, and extend learning into long term projects. 

 

Allowing students to participate in wood working projects can be a scary concept if not properly

planned. Providing students with proper safety equipment is essential to keeping all activities fun and safe.

Thick gloves protect students from cuts and hammer strikes and plastic goggles shield eyes from flying

objects. Creating safety rules with students is a great way to develop by-in and accountability. As with all

new activity areas, direct teacher supervision is essential when dealing with hand tools. 

 

 

Woodworking promotes cognitive scaffolding. Students of all

ages and abilities can approach wood working projects with

basic STEM concepts and quickly progress to more challenging

projects. 

 

Providing students with materials like popsicle sticks and glue is

a great "first step" activity that helps develop skills like fine

motor development and project management. You can build

upon less complex projects towards more detailed activities

like wood painting, hammer and nail construction, hand drilling,

and sawing as students become more confident and

responsible. 

 

Group leaders and program coordinators, must remember that

practice makes perfect in regards to wood working activities.

The more exposure students have to wood working materials,

the more confident and creative they become. The SACERS-U

tool highlights that a quality program have a dedicated

woodworking activity area for student exploration. This activity

area does not need to be open daily, but needs to be included

in lesson plans enough to encourage exploration. Providing

long-term woodworking activities two to three times a week is

optimal in regards to keeping students engaged.

 

 

 

Start Small and Build Up

Safety First



Woodworking ideas.....on a dime

Not all woodworking activities require a hammer and nails. Popsicle sticks

and glue are cheap materials that introduce students to wood crafting

skills.

 

The potential of popsicle sticks and glue is endless. Students can create

buildings, vehicles, people, and playscapes. They can then paint their

creations with tempera or finger paints to add character and creativity.

The only limitation to these actives is the imagination of the students.  

 

 

Popsicle Sticks and Glue

Stump and Nails

Hammering is a skill that requires repetition. Students can work

on hammering in a wide range of ways, like creating garden

boxes or storage bins. These activities, while not extremely

complex, require some introduction to proper handling and

safety techniques. 

 

Group leaders can help students fine-tune hammering skills in

simple ways. Providing students with a log stump, hammer, and

nails is a safe and cost effective method to help them learn to

use woodworking tools in a structured environment. 

 

 

 
Sand paper

Sand paper comes in many varieties. Fine grit sand

paper is very smooth and used for detail wood work.

Large grit sand paper is more coarse and removes

more wood from lumber with each stroke. 

 

Letting students use a range of different sand paper

with wood is an easy way to help craft fine motor,

science, and math skills. Sand paper activities also

offer students a wide diversity of sensory experiences

with low upfront cost. 

 

 

 



Jonathan Williams - Statewide School Age Program Coordinator
Email: williams.jon@swcdcinc.org

Phone: 828.450.9218 

The North Carolina CCR&R School Age Initiative 
For more information about the NC CCR&R School Age Initiative and the support we

provide please contact:


